Abstract

Management education and MBA programs have been criticized for being rigour and having little effect on managerial performance, however little attention has been paid to management education provided by management training and development businesses often referred to as non-formal education providers. Since the studies on management training businesses are scarce, the exploratory study was conducted documenting the state of management training businesses’ activities in Estonia on the analysis of four focus issues: (1) the scope of training programs; (2) methods; (3) trainers and (4) organizational development. The data was collected from 26 management training businesses’ websites including 3 universities’ continuing education websites. The findings highlight the domination of soft skills, coaching as an increasingly used method, frequent use of contracted co-trainers and modest reflection of organizational development issues.

The outcome contributes to the literature of management education, training and developing research providing preliminary insight on management training businesses activities. Additionally the results could be of practical use for HR managers in assessing overall capabilities of management training businesses.
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Introduction

Management education and development are overlapping yet distinguished notions. Fox (1997, p. 21) finds that management education is a term referring largely to learning provided by university business and management schools whereas management development is “provided by public sector in a form of in-house management development, training and development, and/or HRD departments of organizations assisted by numerous freelance consultants, small and large training businesses”. Training businesses are often seen as representatives of non-formal education providers, yet boundaries between formal and non-formal education are blurry (Rogers, 2005). Non-formal education has been defined by Coombs and Ahmed (1974, p. 8) as: “any organised, systematic, educational activity carried on outside the formal system to provide selected types of learning to particular subgroups in the population, adults as well as children” and formal education: “the highly institutionalised, chronologically graded and hierarchically structured “education system”, spanning lower primary school and the upper reaches of the university”.

In the view of the given definition university represents formal education however their business and management schools programs have been often criticized for not being related
At the same time Yiu and Saner (2009) find that non-formal management education has eluded the critical eye of management scholars and suggest accreditation of non-formal education. The current article agrees with the view that non-formal management education has been not enough studied thus it explores management training businesses’ websites aiming to map their scope of activities in Estonia.

Despite the understanding that monkeys, dentists and doctors can be trained but managers developed (Paauwe and Williams (2001, p. 90), in management education literature and practice the term management training usually comes up in the context of development. Training is seen as job specific skill acquisition (Ajuogu, 1993; Indradevi, 2010) contributing into the wider field of management development. Compared with development training is considered a time-framed activity with clear organizational focus whereas development is an open-ended and long-term process (McDowall & Saunders, 2010), which according to Gray and Mabey (2005) has positive impact on firm’s performance. Mabey and Finch-Lees (2008, p. 37) have placed both: management education and management development together with training into the broader prism of management learning.

Training businesses have clear role in management development since they are often looked for their ability to turn theoretical models into practical use in a specific context and in a limited time frame. Understanding company specific enables training companies to design training programs, known as tailor made programs. Moreover, tailor made programs can be brought into the organization. Minzberg (2011) suggests that management training at workplace enables to develop the whole organization while its leaders are trained. Tailor made program allows flexibility and instant reflection on issues of concern to the participants. Berggren and Söderlund (2011) find that such a true reflection can take place in the conditions of perceived trust and meaningful context only. This means that effectiveness of a training program depends much on trainer’s skills and qualification, his/her ability to use training techniques and methods. Not less important is also trainers relationship with training business - the extent to what they perceive support as well as identify themselves with their employer. However it is well-known practice that training businesses often use contractors and ask experienced managers for their reputation to conduct courses. Yiu and Saner (2009) see this as a shortcoming because their teaching is rich in anecdotes but poor in reflection and in conceptualization skills. It can be true in many cases since practitioners might have little if any preparation and knowledge on methodologies of teaching adult learners. On the other hand they bring real-life situations into the training process and generate experience sharing.

Managerial skills: technical, human and conceptual, the categorization proposed by Robert Katz are generally recognized as a source of competitive advantage when handled with great care and taken seriously (Longenecker & Fink, 2005). Teaching skills is often approached through the spectrum of managerial roles described by Henry Minzberg thus referring to an ideal managerial behavior. Andersson (2008) argues that such an ideal-type is often represented in management training, but as management is very context specific thus training should be related with context. A way to relate training and context is the use of personal development and executive coaching as a method. The use of the method is increasing in management training thus making programs more meaningful at the time when for example MBA programs are being criticized for taking theory and research out of context (Barnett, 2007) and having little relevance of research to practice (Datar, et al., 2011).

As for skills a survey in UK showed that managers are planning to develop their skills in strategic decision making, networking, coaching and mentoring followed by project management and communication (Ketter, 2011). The most critical skills according to the Estonian executives in 2009 were: improving leadership development, managing talent, measuring workforce performance, strategic planning of the workforce, becoming a learning organization (Creating
People Advantage 2009). Teamwork and cooperation competencies as well as sales training (Table 1) were top training needs stressed by managers in Estonia in post-financial crises period (Enterprise Estonia 2011).

Table 1. Executives views on topics to be focused at trainings across two studies conducted in Estonia in 2009 and in 2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results of the study (Creating People Advantage 2009)</th>
<th>Results of the study (Enterprise Estonia 2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improving leadership development</td>
<td>Teamwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing talent</td>
<td>Cooperation competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measuring workforce performance</td>
<td>Sales skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic planning of workforce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becoming a learning organization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here the research question emerges - to what extent relevant knowledge is available on Estonian non-formal management training programs? What are the topics of programs and methods offered to managers and who are the trainers? In order to gain understandings of the state on non-formal management education the author of the current article developed framework for an exploratory study by reviewing training companies’ websites and identifying: (1) the scope of programs, (2) methods; (3) information about trainers and (4) the extent to what training companies are reflecting their organizational development. Websites have been extensively studied applying several evaluation categories like webpage design, visual form and functionality. In social science the focus has been on website communication (Sharp, 2001), impression experience (Vorvoaneu, 2008) content and usage (Xi et al., 2007; Knezevic, Renko & Bach, 2011). The current exploratory study results shed light on management training business activities in terms of - programs, methods, trainers’ background and in addition training business’s development issues presented on websites are discussed. The results of the exploratory study can be used by HR and training managers and for researchers in gaining preliminary insight of management training and development provided by training businesses in Estonia.

Management Training

Training is mostly viewed as an investment leading to business competitiveness, personal growth (Aspin & Chapman, 2000; Gardiner & Kline, 2007) and business performance (Patterson et al., 1997). Management training and development has been seen by Klein and Ziegert (2004) as the process by which people acquire various skills and knowledge that increases their effectiveness in leading and leadership, guiding, organizing, and influencing others (Powell & Yalcin, 2008). It is recognized that training not only develops skills but also helps optimum utilization of human resource (Indradevi, 2010). Therefore organizations have little choice but to focus attention and resources on their management training programs if they are willing to compete in the global marketplace of the twenty-first century (Longenecker & Fink 2005, p. 73).

Training programs build skills, teach concepts, and encourage attitudes believed to be associated with managerial effectiveness (Powell & Yalcin, 2008). Being a manager is a job and job-specific training is about improving effectiveness in a current role (Warr, 2002). However
a problem that often emerges in reality is the manager’s desire for organization specific or personalized training and the trainer’s need to design training that is appropriate for a group to deal with (Bates & Davis, 2010). Nonaka and Takeuchi (2011) are much more outrageous in pointing to problems in management training since they criticize overall managerial education and claim that there’s something wrong with the way business schools, companies, and leaders are developing managers. They argue that managers tend to rely in everyday activities on explicit knowledge, because it can be codified, measured, and generalized. Such a viewpoint can be partly explained by explicit knowledge being a core of industrial age management or as has stated: “we are all products of industrial aged schools and most of us developed our survival skills for industrial-age institutions” (Senge, et al., 2003, p. 34). Moreover, also Greiner, Bhambri and Cummings (2003, p. 404) point to the serious problem related to leading business schools, which emphasize research over teaching; and according to their view “most new faculty members are selected for their content knowledge and research skills, not for their expertise in teaching management practice”. Pfeffer and Sutton (1999) use the term “knowing – doing gap” and share the view that managers tend to know too much and do too little, resulting in smart plans and ideas that rarely get implemented. Greiner, Bhambri and Cummings (2003, p. 404) blame in this modern business schools “where students primarily learn how to think and talk smart, but not to act smart”.

In this context non-formal management training and development business sector could fulfill the “knowing – doing gap” and building bridges between knowledge and practice by applying more flexible approaches to the development of course programs and teaching methods. However since trainers’ background is often also an industrial-age business school, there are several challenges similar to university and business schools that a training business in training practical managers has to cope with. According to Berggren and Söderlund (2010) these are: (a) the challenge of rigor, use of theory, (b) the challenge of instrumentality and personal learning depth; and (c) the challenge of relevance and realization of lessons learned. Training programs relevance to real life situations seems to be the concern of trainees, also stressed as a need by Estonian managers while assessing management training and education (Enterprise Estonia, 2011). The latter reflects that programs and method used so far have not been motivating enough or could have been stronger related to company specifics. Additionally, a dilemma facing several training businesses is time restriction. As a rule practicing managers have limited time resource and company specific or their individual level expectations make it challengeable for a trainer to ensure the desired outcome. In terms of attitudes and skills acquisition the effect can be seen in certain time perspective, thus effectiveness of a short term, single training course might not be measurable at the time when training ends. All things considered training effectiveness is determined by the complex and interrelated set of factors like: clearly communicated goals, training programs, methods, trainer’s capabilities, trainees’ motivation and many other. Aziz and Ahmad (2011) suggest that training program design should be taken into serious account and in order to keep up motivation they point out following program characteristics that stimulate training motivation: training reputation, appropriate training design, option to voluntary attendance, and the relevance of training for job-, career-, and personal-related needs. Program characteristics are thought to help to design meaningful programs for participants. Meaningful programs can be created when the program contents are tailored to the specific needs of a target group, for example considering the specific needs of a small firm and large-sized firm managers and limitations set by their busy agendas (Ylinenpää, 2005).

The satisfying result is also determined by the appropriate choice of methods. Bourner (1997) suggests that the choice depends on the learning aim since different teaching methods are appropriate to different learning aims. When practicing managers focus more on training actions that are instantly applicable and help to acquire tacit knowledge that is hard to learn from
the books the trainers need to have competency in a wide set of methods. In recent literature as well in managing training practice coaching as a learning method is more and more widely used in non-formal training sector next to traditional methods (lecture, reading, seminar, role-playing group project, case study, etc.). Business coaching is defined as “the process of engaging in regular, structured conversation with a client: an individual or team who is within a business, profit or nonprofit organization, institution or government and who is the recipient of business coaching. The goal is to enhance the client’s awareness and behavior so as to achieve business objectives for both the client and their organization” (Worldwide Association of Business Coaches, 2012). In the framework of business coaching the term executive coaching defined by Stern (2004) as an experiential, individualized, leadership development process that builds a leader’s capability to achieve short and long-term organizational goals: conducted through one-on-one interactions, driven by data from multiple perspectives, and based on mutual trust and respect also stands out in literature. Executive coaching is thought to be effective when provided professionally by external coaches (Ellinger et al., 2011). In its turn executive coaching increases the quality of workplace coaching, which places an importance to supervisor or manager as a facilitator of learning who enacts behaviors that enable employees to learn and develop work-related skills and abilities (Hamlin, 2006). Coaching on group level seems to have similar traits with action learning where learners focus on actual organizational challenges and learn how to solve them more effectively (Powell & Yalcin, 2008). Similarities could be also seen with storytelling, an approach suggested by Gherardi and Piggio (2007) is based on workshops where participants discuss their work experiences, analyze them and rewrite new scenarios. There is certainly some overlap of methods used in practice, but the common feature is that they are learner-centered and generate self-reflection as well as critical thinking. Extensive use of these methods in practice of management training could be related to soft skills or social skills development becoming more significant compared to hard business skills commonly related to technical skills. Soft skills like listening, communication, teamwork, leadership, emotional intelligence are underemphasized by management education critics but Hughey and Mussnug (1997) argue that soft skills trainings are often not put into practice. Weber and Finley (2008) find that people learn soft skills by life, but professionals hone them by training, thus it is only natural that managers have realized the need for soft skills and are planning to train those.

Focus on social skills requires integrating appropriate methods and techniques with the program meaningful for the participants thus setting high level standards to the trainer’s instruction skills, which is seen as an interrelated link in the chain leading to performance improvement (Wick, Pollock & Jefferson, 2009). Trainer’s skills and performance influences trainees’ level of engagement and motivation in transfer of material (Goldstein & Ford, 2002). Qualities of a training professional according to Kalargyrou and Woods (2011) are: teamwork, inspiration and motivation, creativity, mentoring, measuring and evaluating outcome, consistency in training and love and passion. They refer to similarities of Rae (2002) research who has emphasized in earlier study that training competencies important to trainers were: organizational knowledge, knowledge of management roles and functions (responsibilities and authority), training knowledge, program preparation skills, technological skills, people skills, commitment to training and development of people, creativity to increase effectiveness by using different ways of disseminating information, self-development, humor, and self-confidence.

Another factor determining training effectiveness is training business leadership and strategy. The extent to what managers of non-formal training businesses are able to facilitate knowledge sharing in their company eventually increases competitiveness of their business, trainers and trainees. Knowledge sharing and continuous learning are seen as central elements of organizational learning and key factors for succeeding in turbulent market (Harvey & Denton, 1999; Senge, 1990; Wang & Ahmed, 2003). It is stressed that the adoption of learning as a central competence of the company is a collective responsibility and it will only happen
as a result of a carefully designed strategy and shared management objectives (Lopez, Peòn & Ordás, 2006). One of the benefits of increasing collective responsibility is employees’ identity with their organization. Earlier studies have shown that employees with strong identity have a positive attitude towards the organization (Mael & Ashforth, 1992) and are more satisfied with their job (Van Knippenberg & Van Schie, 2000). Thus the latter is the cornerstone of any organization including management and training and development businesses.

All things considered management training and development businesses’ activities are influenced by set of mutually interrelated factors of external and internal environment. The present exploratory study focuses on factors like: programs, methods, trainers and company developmental issues (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Main mutually interrelated research issues in observing non-formal management training businesses.](image)

**Methodology of Research**

Qualitative study for exploring and documenting the current level of non-formal management and personnel training businesses’ activities based on website information was carried out. **Exploratory study was used because it enables making the preliminary investigation** that could highlight some essential aspects for future studies (Yin, 1994). The study focused on programs, methods, trainers and organizational development issues of non-formal management training business in Estonia. The study had the following phases:

- Development of focus questions and goals,
- Supervision of website observers,
- Selection of websites,
- Conducting the observation,
- Presenting initial observation results,
- Follow-up observation,
- Analysis of comparable results and conclusions.

For the observation four focus issues with relevant research objectives were developed (Table 2).
Table 2. Observation focus issues and their objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Keyword of a focus question</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Programs</td>
<td>Gain overview of the most offered programs and topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Explore training methods referred to on websites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Trainers</td>
<td>Gain information on trainers’ background.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Organizational development</td>
<td>Gain information about organizational development and the extent to what a company casts light on its self development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Training companies were found on random basis using the Estonian Internet Catalog and Search System – NETI (www.neti.ee). The major selection criterion was “management training” as a keyword. The overall sample consisted of 26 companies’ websites including 3 on universities’ continuing education units (one university was a private university thus a relevant unit functioned as a separate business integrated with university).

Results of Research

Observation of the training businesses websites showed that training programs and courses were the most extensively delivered information. Dominant feature was a relatively big number of programs reaching up to 80 different names and more than 100 in case the training company was an affiliate of an international training and consultation firm (one company in a sample). Orientation towards soft skills development clearly stood out (Table 3).

Table 3. Soft and hard skills representation on management training programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Representation on websites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soft skills (teamwork, cooperation, motivation, supervision, leadership, principles of management, human resource management, service, marketing, sales, conflict resolution, presentation skills, self-development, etc.)</td>
<td>Stronger represented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard skills (finance, accounting, production, logistics, etc.)</td>
<td>Less represented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also teamwork skills programs were similarly frequently represented. Programs on finance, accounting and marketing where mostly targeted to specialists and less moderately represented among programs targeted to managers. Skills, related to technical knowledge and abilities were mostly found on websites of universities’ continuous education thus less represented on training businesses websites. It was also observable that universities offer the same level programs with similar outcomes to their full-time students.

Sales skills and marketing programs were also less represented. As for target groups, all observed websites determined their target group to be managers, middle-managers, specialists or all organizations private and public, only 1/3 emphasize their orientation toward top managers.
As for presenting teaching methods on the websites universities excluding a private one, stood out for presenting more traditional training methods: lecture, independent work, exam, etc. The rest introduced a broad spectrum of methods where lectures integrated with the actions, practical works and group discussions were promised... Approximately 1/3 of the reviewed websites presented coaching as a method however various definitions of the term were introduced.

Surprisingly few presented eLearning and interactive tests or provide any other form of two-way communication on website. Similarly modestly were at the time of the study represented links to social media networks (Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, etc.). These links however were found on a private university website, which in author’s opinion reflects its clear orientation to global market. Major findings of the training businesses presentation of programs, methods, trainers and organizational development issues on websites are given in Table 4.

**Table 4. Major findings on websites across focus questions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Keyword of a focus question</th>
<th>Major findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Programs</td>
<td>Broad scope of program topics and course names. Soft skills training programs (teamwork, leadership, cooperation, customer service) stood out. Marketing and sales programs less represented. Finance management programs are dominating on universities’ websites. Top manager as a target group modestly represented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Trainers</td>
<td>Trainer’s background communicated by resumes, short descriptions, experience, etc. Few do not reflect any information about trainers rather than their name and job title. Contracted co-trainers as specialists working for some other institutions are used by nearly half of the training companies. University continuing education websites give little information about their trainers’ lecturers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Organizational development</td>
<td>Modestly or not presented on websites. Mostly success stories of some projects or trainers’ are given.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The presentation of trainers turned out to be the most multifaceted issue communicated on websites because similar trends were hard to find. Less than half delivered information about trainer’s educational background, few gave full resumes. About half did not communicate anything about trainer’s education. In latter case professional competence was emphasized with job title, position or given rewards. Trainer’s connectedness with the company is another aspect that was poorly communicated however it was clearly observable that majority were using experts on contract bases. There were few websites that clearly stated using professional co-trainers network reaching up to 30 (the case of one of the largest and oldest Estonian training companies). Universities shared minimum amount of information about teachers on their websites.

In regard to training business’s organizational development the observation showed that most of the reviewed management training businesses in Estonia were not considered important to reflect this type of information on their website. Almost half of them described single successful projects or stressed trainers’ developmental paths instead of company development.
Discussion

Management training as skills oriented learning has an important role in management development. Managerial skills can be acquired from everyday practice assisted by courses provided by management training businesses. The present study of management training businesses websites brought forward soft skills dominance, which according to Muir (2004) are related to attitudes and behaviors. The same can be also said for teamwork and teamwork skills programs were similarly frequently represented. This reflects the importance of social and cognitive competencies in managerial work (Watson, 1994). Teamwork and cooperation competencies were also the primary needs expressed by the managers (Enterprise Estonia, 2011) thus the demand meets the supply. Another reason could be the perceived high quality of soft skills trainings offered by management training businesses.

The findings of the study showed that universities’ continuous education focused on programs on finance management and accounting, which according to (Muir, 2004) can be seen as hard skills, related to technical knowledge and abilities required to perform specific job. The latter reflects universities expertise and long time traditions on delivery of knowledge in this field, since full-time students were offered the similar programs.

It is surprising however that sales and marketing programs were less represented on websites. At the same time research findings conducted by Enterprise Estonia show that managers are looking for better quality of sales trainings (Enterprise Estonia, 2011). This means that non-formal training businesses should consider focusing on designing up-to-date sales and marketing programs. The lack of marketing and sales programs could be partly explained by lack of experts or trainers. On the side the need for sales training may reflect specialists and middle-managers prior knowledge gained from university programs where the dominant focus was on narrow analytical skills, stylized treatment of complex issues by teachers with no direct business experience (Reibstein, Day & Wind, 2009). Programs teaching “old” techniques are not perhaps satisfying neither for the trainer nor for the trainee and “new” programs integrating new skills were being on an experimental level at the time of the study. When looking for evidence showing the overall satisfaction of managers with management training businesses in Estonia the assessments given on both: Estonian and foreign owned training programs were relatively low: on the 5 point scale the average indicators stayed 2.5–3.4 (Enterprise Estonia, 2011). This indicates managers’ attitude to training businesses and on the other hand is a signal for training businesses need for developing their quality. The major reasons mentioned in for dissatisfaction is the lack of company specifics and not meeting the expectations, which confirms that in terms of relevance training businesses just like university business schools are struggling with challenges of rigor and relevance mentioned earlier in this article by Berggren and Söderlund (2010).

Based on the big number of programs and large specter of target groups and no clear distinction made between them it can be said that due to the smallness of the country with population of 1.320.976 (Statistics Estonia, 2011) training companies are striving for capturing the biggest possible share of the local market offering variety of programs to variety of target groups from specialist to top management. The specialization does not seem to be typical. As the top level management is not the primary target group, it is possible that there is moderate demand for trainings from top managers. This can be explained by the view of Longenecker & Fink (2005) who claim that management training can be seen as a “nuisance”, a “distraction”, or even a “bother” when more pressing “hot” issues are at hand. Fill & Mullins (1990) find that: “training can be seen as an unplanned activity with low priority”. They suggest however that lack of planning can be central not only to training but also to the organization as a whole. Researchers have repeatedly expressed the idea that senior executives must develop an understanding of what management training and development can and cannot do for them.
Limited time resources often define high expectations however managers must come to understand that periodic programs are an important tool for them in improving business results (Bolt, 1987).

Broad spectrum of methods with action learning strongly communicated on websites confirms (Powell and Yalcin, 2008) understanding that action learning is considered to offer additional benefits. Next to action learning coaching was also dominating however various awkward definitions of the term reflects either the confusion in terminology in relevant literature or trainers’ different background knowledge on this field. On the other hand coaching dimension in management training is a positive trend as it can minimize superficiality at institutionally sponsored training courses (Wright & Tao, 2001). Findings from earlier research by Moen and Skaalvik (2009) indicate a significant effect of external executive coaching on psychological variables affecting performance such as self-efficacy, goal setting, intra-personal causal attributions of success and need satisfaction. For example intention to develop coaching was mentioned by managers in the survey conducted in the UK (Ketter, 2011), but it has not been mentioned as a training need by managers in Estonia (Enterprise Estonia, 2011). Surprisingly few presented eLearning opportunities or links to social networks at the time of the study on their websites. The current study does not bring forth the reasons for this but speculations can be made that training businesses were very much oriented to local and regular customer base or/and had not realized yet the power of modern communication channels in attracting new.

Another speculation here is that at the time of the study management training and development businesses were still suffering from economic downturn and confusion and/or had lack of new knowledge and communication skills in using new media. Another reason could be perhaps the study was conducted at the time when businesses were re-forming their strategies and websites were not renewed appropriately.

Conclusion

The study of 26 management training websites brought forward the scope of non-formal management training businesses programs, methods, trainers and organizational development issues. Since little specialization across sectors was noticeable it allows speculating that training companies tend to offer management level trainings of general knowledge. On the other side orientation toward tailor made trainings as a common feature reflects readiness to handle company specifics, since managerial skills are hard to learn in isolation of context.

The common feature of the programs observed was soft skills (team building, cooperation and leadership) dominance over hard skills like finance and accounting. However university continuous education websites stood out for offering long-term programs on finance management. This brings forth the strengths and weaknesses of management training businesses. As for methods universities, except for private one stood out for indicating more traditional academic study methods like lectures and exams. On training business websites coaching as a method was found to be a growing trend that indicates the important role of personal development and deep learning that can be achieved with the method. On the other hand coaching dominance is quite expected in the context where soft skills are stronger represented in programs. Most training companies are modest about describing their organizational development. Also trainer’s connectedness with the company was found to be fuzzy issue. For the majority of cases it was noted that management training businesses were referring to specialists employed by some other institution. This indicates that many Estonian training companies are using the know-how of other institutions and are functioning more like mediators not creating sustainability for their business.

The findings of a current exploratory study exemplify the state of management training businesses activities in Estonia in terms of program topics, methods, trainers and company
development issues. The results of the current exploratory study could be useful for researchers and HR and training managers providing preliminary understandings of typical features of non-formal management training and development Estonia.

Limitations

Being exploratory study the findings here cannot be conclusive, they highlight the non-formal training businesses activities in terms of programs, methods, trainers and organizational development reflected on websites. The interpretations here need to be studied further in integration with other methods (questionnaires or interviews with trainers and managers) that would shed more light on non-formal management training issues in Estonia.
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